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”I think the ingredients to being a good scientist, that part of them are intellectual and part are 
probably emotional or psychological. On the emotional and psychological side, you have to be 
patient. Most things we do don't work. It's not that they fail out of stupidity, but they don't reveal 
what we hope for them to reveal. It's a long-term process. So, this is definitely a marathon. You 
need more the mentality of a marathon or a sprinter here because you have to have that 
endurance for the times when a lot of efforts been put forth and you don't have a lot to show for it. 
So that make-up is really important.  
 
I think intellectually it takes tremendous curiosity, that the rewards in being a scientist come from 
having your mind open to new ideas, constantly being curious, not looking for preset answers, 
sort of being prepared for the unexpected. That's even more interesting than your, you know, 
preconceptions. So, I think it takes a certain amount of intellectual flexibility combined with this 
temperament of a very long steady patient drive towards deeper and deeper understanding. “ 

 

 

Visit the web site of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute and a presentation on becoming a scientist 
at http://www.hhmi.org/becoming/ 
 
Explore information on “Cool Science at 
  http://www.hhmi.org/coolscience/index.html 
 
Our program website is here 
http://bama.ua.edu/~chytrid/Hughes/HHMI.ug.html 
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